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Introduction

1 The future success or otherwise of the international move toward open digital scholarship is dependent on working with all key stakeholders to overcome logistical, administrative, technological, educational and attitudinal problems to increase the uptake, sustainability and effectiveness of open practices.

2 This requires changes across every part of the system: government agencies, funders, university administrators, libraries, researchers and IT developers.

3 As such, this study sought to shed light on the urgent need for partnership and collaboration between stakeholders at every level to address the barriers to both the policy and practical implementation of open digital scholarship in the field of humanities and social sciences.

4 In this paper, we explore open access performance within Africa, and specifically in four African countries to understand the progress of higher education and research institutions towards openness. This includes contributions from Ghana, Rwanda and South Africa, investigating open research output and dissemination through repositories and open access published sources. Analysis of institutional policies and institutional repositories supporting the production of open, diverse and equitable knowledge provides context in the countries investigated. The study is significant in its use of a variety of sources to understand the open knowledge landscape in four African countries.
Design and Methodology

This study involved a narrative review to appraise the context and collate evidence on different tiers of information required by policy makers, senior academic administrators, early and mid-career researchers, librarians, platform providers and IT developers, as well as community users. It involved a scoping review of primary research literature obtained using Academic Search Complete, Web of Science, and Google Scholar. A grey literature search of government and non-government organisation policy papers, reports and conference proceedings and the Conversation was undertaken through Google and key network websites. These were supplemented with a secondary search of the references cited in the identified studies.

An overview of the state of the art in the field

The 21st century has been marked by the surpassing for the first time of the volume of digital data over analogue data. As academic practices increasingly become digital, opportunities arise to reshape the future of scholarly communication through more accessible, interactive, open and transparent methods that engage a far broader and more diverse public. Over the past two decades, open access to research outputs, such as the sharing of articles, code, data and educational resources digitally and online, has undergone a profound transition from being merely a theoretical concept to becoming a fundamental global principle for all academic research. Open access has become part of an international move to make all information freely available for use and re-use by every person on the planet, to support equity not only to researchers, but also to teachers, students and the broader public. Today open access is part of a much larger international vision of open digital scholarship, or “an interconnected, equitable, global scholarly ecosystem of well-curated, interoperable, trusted research articles, data and software supported by a diversity of open publishing models” (AOASG, 2019). In other words, open digital scholarship is seen as the creation, production, analysis, or dissemination of new scholarship using digital or computational techniques, or both, that connect academics with the communities they serve.

Empowered by social media and networked technologies, the field of humanities and social sciences has moved online – producing more than just articles. Open scholarship is in a transitional moment: research methods and tools are evolving, and scholarly communication is transforming from a closed, print-centric culture to the open sharing of knowledge and data among networks of researchers, organisations, and institutions. This is reflected across academic and societal developments that are changing the way knowledge is produced, shared, distributed, and developed: online publishing, the rise of digital scholarship, personal (and often mobile) computing devices, social media, citizen scholars, and regulations for information access are all a part of this changing picture. The widespread production and adoption of online tools and platforms presents an opportunity for the public and humanities and social science researchers to participate in shared knowledge-based activities as well as in inclusive and representative public spaces. Today society is at a critical juncture underpinned by access to rich metadata, infrastructure, good linkage and above all a desire to make research outputs presented in more FAIR ways to ensure everyone can find, use and re-use them for societal benefit.
Yet research is illustrating the lack of equitable access to academic research with Wikipedia articles reaching many more public eyes than articles published even in top tier journals. As such, governments and universities are increasingly acknowledging a lack of relevant research relating to how open digital scholarship might be achieved, especially in the field of HASS. In Australia and internationally, institutions are hard-pressed to sustain access to publicly funded research as journal, monograph, and digital scholarship costs continue to rise, driven by commercial concerns and influence. Those in the academic sector – including researchers, administrators, and library and information specialists – are voicing concerns about the lack of appropriate open digital research infrastructure at the national and international level, or academic recognition for HASS researchers who adopt or promote these practices.

Efforts we make now to understand and address the barriers—individually and collectively—will fundamentally shape the future for many years to come. As open digital scholarship becomes part of our society, all stakeholders must be intentional about understanding and designing these new open systems to ensure that they are inclusive, equitable, and truly serve the needs of a diverse global community.

**Outcomes**

Findings of our study confirmed that despite the growing movement toward open digital communication, researchers continue to be highly influenced by traditional measures of research output which do not encourage digital scholarship through two-way communication and public engagement in research. The study also highlighted current challenges faced by the open digital scholarship movement given the complex nature of HASS including sources such as monographs, book chapters and journals in languages other than English; the use of popular media not considered scholarly papers; the lack of time and energy to develop digital skills among research staff; problems of authority and trust regarding scholarly or non-academic nature of social media platforms; the prestige of large academic publishing houses; and limited awareness of and familiarity with advanced digital applications. This paper/presentation represents an urgent call for more empirical research around ‘missed opportunities’ (or missed connections) for universities to promote open digital scholarship in the humanities. Only through clarifying and addressing these barriers can HASS research be presented in usable and understandable ways and data made freely available for uses and re-use by the broader public for societal benefit.
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The combination of open access and our digital networked environment offers huge potential to make the research outputs of humanities and social sciences more Findable, Accessible, Interoperable and Reusable (FAIR) and more easily available to the broader community for public benefit. Yet despite growing international policy derivatives, open digital scholarship has encountered significant challenges. This study:

• Reviewed key barriers currently hampering the uptake of these policies by diverse university participants (senior university administrators, researchers, librarians, platform providers and developers), policymakers and community users; and
• Examined how these have influenced the fields of humanities and social sciences (HASS).

This paper discusses research undertaken by the Curtin Open Knowledge Initiative (COKI) and participants during and following an Open Knowledge international workshop held in Mauritius in September 2019. The workshop brought together key experts to explore the role of open knowledge in the creation of equitable and inclusive global knowledge landscapes. This paper explores the role of open access and institutional repositories in knowledge sharing and the dissemination of research output from higher education and research institutions within the African continent. The paper reviews the landscape of research output from the African continent; analyses open access research output, overviews of institutional knowledge sharing positions and the dissemination of research output from Ghana, Rwanda, South Africa and Uganda.
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